
Our top priority is the safety and well being of all of our supporters. We expect Los Verdes
members to follow the Code of Conduct before and after games, and inside the stadium. Help
us remind one another what our expectations are, and please report possible Code of Conduct
violations here. Also, especially in Austin summer heat, remind one another to hydrate all day
on game day, and be on the lookout for fellow supporters in need of water or medical attention.

Gameday expectations

Every week:

Get to the stadium when gates open 60 minutes before kickoff. We want a full section that is
ready to greet our players and visiting teams with song and chant the moment they stop on the
field. We want the visiting team to hear us in their locker room in the southeast corner of the
stadium.

Marching to the Match:

We won’t march to the match every week, but when we do we want it to be special and for it to
make an impact. For the home opener, we plan to meet up to march to the stadium early, so that
we can meet our teams buses when they arrive 100 minutes before kickoff.

https://www.losverdesatx.org/code-of-conduct
https://www.losverdesatx.org/reportingform


Tifo:

In the case of having a tifo that is brought up over fans’ heads, there are a few things to be
aware of. If the tifo is going over your head please do not punch up on the tifo. It can rip! Also,
even if it doesn’t rip this will make it harder to read/see if there are many ripples in the tifo. You
will need to crouch down in your area and either allow the tifo to slide over the palms of your
hands or do not touch it all. Not much support is needed, just help the fabric not get snagged or
caught on anything around you.

In the Stands:

We can and will make a huge impact on our team and the results of games with our sound and
our energy. Imagine how tired our players will get fighting for Austin on the pitch, but know that
the extra effort the supporters put in will be felt by them. Sing loudly and do not stop singing!

Participate and sing for the full 90. Visit La Murga de Austin’s website for lyrics and lyric videos.
If you don’t know all of the words yet, you will soon! There is always something you can do to
participate in each song. Clap along, follow the capos, jump, stomp to the beat, etc.

Wave a flag! We have 100 flags that we will pass out to supporters for each game. Take a turn
waving a flag. It can be tiring, so don’t feel bad if you only take a 10 or 15 minute flag waving
shift. Wave the flag in a figure 8 pattern for a nice visual effect and to reserve energy. If you are
done waving, do not put the flag down! Find another supporter to take the flag from you and
continue to wave it.

We can’t wait to get into the stadium with all of y’all and pour out all of our hearts in the south
end with you!

https://lamurgadeaustin.org/

